Agitation, cognition and attention during post-traumatic amnesia.
During the early phases of recovery from traumatic head injury, the level of functional cognition and the presence of agitation in patients appear to co-vary. However, it has been observed that there appears to be some temporal disassociation in the recovery of cognition and agitation. The purpose of this study was to investigate the degree to which attention accounts for the co-variation previously observed. Over a 1-year period, 130 patient-weeks of independent monitoring of cognition, agitation and attention were obtained from 20 head-injured patients in the acute phase of recovery. Weekly scores for measures of cognition, agitation and attention were each found to share approximately 50% of the variance when paired with one of the other two. When attention was extracted, only 7% of the variation in cognition was accounted for by agitation, and 40% of the variance could not be accounted for by either agitation or attention. These results support previous findings that cognition and agitation co-vary with most of the co-variance due to the effect of attention on each. Concomitantly, these results allow that significant portions of the variance in cognition and agitation may be temporally dissociated during the acute phases of recovery from traumatic head injury.